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ABSTRACT 
Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for the nonnegative and positive 
definiteness of matrices of the form A - araT - asa; and A + alaT - asa;, where A 
is a Hermitian matrix and at, a2 are complex vectors. They are derived using some 
auxiliary results which seem to be of independent interest as well. Some particular 
cases of these conditions are also discussed, especially in the context of related results 
known in the literature. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let %a, p be the set of n x p complex matrices, and let $3, be the subset of 
@ “, fl consisting of Hermitian matrices. In general, we will use Latin letters for 
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complex matrices and numbers and Greek letters for real matrices and 
numbers. The nonnegative (positive) definiteness of L E Cl, will be denoted by 
L >, O(L > 0). Given LEG,,_,, the symbols L*, W(L), and r(L) will stand for 
the conjugate transpose, range, and rank, respectively, of L. Further, y(L) 
will denote the set of all generalized inverses of L, i.e., y(L) = {G E 
@,,,:LGL = L}. 
The main purpose of the present paper is to derive necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the nonnegative definiteness and positive definiteness of the 
matrices 
A - alaT - azaX (1.1) 
and 
A + a,a: - aaa:, (1.2) 
where AE W,, and a,, a2 E e,,i. This problem has hitherto been considered in 
certain special cases: by Farebrother (1976) and Baksalary and Kala (1983) in 
the situation where al = 0, by Baksalary and Pukelsheim (1985) in the situa- 
tion where both a, and a2 in (1.2) have positive components summing to one 
and A is the diagonal expansion of the vector a2 - a,, and by Baksalary and 
Puri (1988) in the situation where in (1.1) and (1.2) A is diagonal, al has all its 
components equal to one, and a2 = 0. Also, in a somewhat different formula- 
tion, the problem has recently been investigated by Caron and Gould (1986) 
and related problems have been considered by Farebrother (1987). 
Most of the particular solutions mentioned above either were developed in 
connection with some problems in mathematical statistics [e.g., Farebrother 
(1976, 1987), Baksalary and Pukelsheim (1985), Baksalary and Puri (1988)] or 
were fruitfully applied to statistical problems [e.g., Christof and Pukelsheim 
(1985), Trenkler (1985, 1987)]. S ome of these particular results are discussed 
in detail in Section 4 of the present paper, with emphasis on their relation to 
the general solutions established in Section 3. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Characterizations of the nonnegative and positive definiteness of matrices 
(1.1) and (1.2) will be derived from a series of auxiliary results, which seem to 
be also of independent interest. The fact frequently used in developing these 
results is that if L E Gn, p, L, E @,, p, and La E @n,q satisfy the conditions 
%!(LT) C_ W(L*) and g(La) s W(L), then the product L,L-La is invariant 
with respect to the choice of L- E B(L); cf. Rao and Mitra (1971, p. 21). 
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LEMMA 1. Let LEN,, kE@?,,r, and c#O be such that kEg(L) and 
k*L-k + c = 0, where L- E S’(L). Further, let H = L + c-‘kk*. Then, for 
any gE%,lY 
ge “(H) o ge ~8 (L) and k*L-g = 0, (2.1) 
and ij this is the case, then for any H- E g(H), 
g*H-g = g*L-g. (2.2) 
Proof. It is well known that k E .?Z (L) if and only if LLk = k. According 
to Meyer (1973, Theorem 7) [cf. Campbell and Meyer (1979, p. 117)], if 
LLk = k and k*L-k + c = 0, then 
L- E Y(H). (2.3) 
A consequence of (2.3) is that g E @(H) if and only if HL-g = g. Premultiply- 
ing by LL- shows that the equality HL-g = g may be replaced by the 
conditions c- ‘kk*L-g = 0 and LLg = g, which are clearly equivalent to 
those in (2.1). The equality (2.2) follows directly from (2.3) and invariance of 
g*H-g with respect to the choice of H- E Y(H). n 
LEMMA 2. Let LEW,, kEG,,l, and c#O be such that kEB(L) and 
k*L-k + c # 0, where L- E Q(L). Further, kt H = L + c-‘kk*. Then, for 
any g E %, I~ 
ge “(H) * .Ew’(L), P-4) 
and if this is the case, then for any H- E Q(H), 
Ig*L-k(’ 
g*H-g = g*L-g - k*L-k + c. (24 
Proof. According to Rao and Mitra (1971, p. 40) [cf. Meyer (1973, 
Theorem 7)] and Campbell and Meyer (1979, p. 117)], if LLk = k and 
k*L-k + c + 0, then 
P-6) 
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With H- as given in (2.6) we have HH-= LL-, and hence (2.4). The equality 
(2.5) follows immediately from (2.6) and invariance of g*H- g and g*L-k with 
respect to the choice of H- E 9(H) and L- E q(L), respectively. n 
LEMMA 3. Let LEN, and kEG,,i be such that k $ 9 (L). Further, for 
c # 0 let H = L + c-‘kk*. Then, for any gEG!,,l, 
ge g(H) o gs g(L:k), (2.7) 
and i. this is the case, then for any H- E tB (H) and L- E 9 (L), 
g*H-g = (g - sk)*L-(g - sk) + c) s) ‘, (24 
where 
k*(I, - LI-)*(I, - LL-)g 
’ = k*(I, - LI-)*(I, - LI-)k ’ (2.9) 
Proof. For a given L- E S(L), let E = I, - LL- and F = I, - L-L. 
According to a formula in Campbell and Meyer (1979, p. 116) [which corrects 
the first part of Meyer’s (1973) Theorem 71, if k 4 g(L), then Ek # O,F*k # 0, 
and 
L-kk*E*E FF*kk*L- 
L- - +( 
k*L-k + c)FF*kk*E*E 
k*E*Ek - k*FF*k (k*E*Ek) (k*FF*k) 
E 9(H). 
(2.10) 
Fairly straightforward calculations show that with H- as given in (2.10) we 
have 
HH- = LL- + (k*E*Ek)-‘(I, - LI-)kk*E*E. 
Hence 
9(H) = S?(L:kk*E*E) = g(L:k), (2.11) 
which establishes (2.7). Further, it follows that if the condition g E g(L : k) is 
reexpressed as 
g = Ls + sk (2.12) 
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for some s E Gn 1 and s E @& then s must satisfy (2.9). It is easily verified, using 
(2.12), that (k*b*Fk)-‘g*F*Fg is just the conjugate of s, and therefore-with 
H- as given in (2.10)-we get (2.8). But (2.12) assures that g - skE W(L), 
which means that (2.8) is independent of the choice of L-. n 
For any L E El, and K E Cn. p we have 
L-KK*>O @ L>O, W(K) C B(L), and I, - K*L-K > 0, (2.13) 
and strict matrix inequality on the left-hand side of (2.13) is equivalent to the 
two corresponding strict matrix inequalities on the right-hand side. As pointed 
out in Baksalary, Liski, and Trenkler (1989, p. 317) these equivalences may 
be obtained from criteria for the nonnegative and positive definiteness of a 
partitioned matrix given by Albert (1969, Theorem 1); see also Bekker (1988, 
Theorem 1). As a particular case of the above we get the following characteri- 
zation of the nonnegative and positive definiteness of a Hermitian matrix 
modified by subtracting a positive semidefinite matrix of rank one; cf. Bak- 
salary and Kala (1983, Theorem 1) and Farebrother (1976, Appendix). 
LEMMA 4. Let A E W,, and let a E C,, 1 be nonzero. Then A - aa* 2 0 if 
and only if A > 0, a E &?((A), and a*A-a < 1, the last condition being indepen- 
dent of the choice of A- E Q(A). Moreover, A - aa* > 0 $ and only if A > 0 
and a*A- ‘a < 1. 
The following result contains a characterization similar to that in Lemma 4, 
but corresponding to the situation where the positive semidefinite rank-one 
modifier is added to a Hermitian matrix. 
LEMMA 5. Let A E Cl,, and let a E G,, 1 be nonzero. Then A + aa* 2 0 if 
and only if either A > 0 or the following fmr conditions hold: 
A = UAU* - 6w*, aE g(A), v*a # 0, a*A-a + 1 < 0, 
where (U : v) (with U possibly absent) is a subunitary matrix, A is a positive 
definite diagonal matrix (occurring when U is present), and 6 is a positive 
scalar, and where the inequality a*A-a + 1 < 0 is independent of the choice of 
A- E 9(A). Moreover, A + aa* > 0 if and only if either A > 0 or the following 
three conditions hold: 
r(A) =n-1, A>O, and a+.%(A), 
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or the fobwing fmr conditions hold: 
r(A) = n, A = UAU* - 6w*, v*a # 0, and a*A-‘a + 1 < 0. 
Proof. Since aa* can counterbalance a nonpositive definite matrix of rank 
at most one, it is clear that if A + aa* > 0, then A must either be nonnegative 
definite or have a spectral decomposition of the form A = UAU* - 6vv*. In 
the latter case, A + aa* > 0 takes the form 
(UAU* + aa*) - 6w* 2 0, 
and hence, on account of Lemma 4, it is equivalent to 
VE W(UAU* + aa*) and v*(UAU* + aa*)-v < 6-l. (2.14) 
Since A > 0, the former condition in (2.14) simplifies to v E W(U: a). In other 
words, v = Us + sa for some vector s and scalar s, and since B (U : v) = 2 (A), 
it is easily verified that v admits such a representation if and only if a E 9 (A) 
and v*a + 0. Hence a $ g(U), and applying Lemma 3 with L = UAU*, k = a, 
c = 1, g = v, and L- = UA-‘U* transforms the latter condition in (2.14) to 
1 s) 2(a*UA-‘U*a + 1) < 6-‘, (2.15) 
where, in view of a = Ut + tv for some vector t and scalar t, 
S = [a*(I, - UU*)a]-la*v = t-’ = (v*a)-’ (2.16) 
Since UA-‘U* - 6-‘w* is the Moore-Penrose inverse of A = UAU* - Gvv*, 
combining (2.15) with (2.16) and utilizing the invariance of a*A-a with 
respect to A- E B(A) yields a*A-a + 1 < 0. This concludes the proof of the 
first part. The proof of the second part follows by similar arguments. n 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
The main results of this paper generalize Lemmas 4 and 5 by considering 
double modifications of A by matrices of rank one as specified in (1.1) and 
(1.2). It is clear that if a2 = ba, for some b E @, then the double modifications 
actually reduce to single modifications, and necessary and sufftcient conditions 
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for the nonnegative definiteness and positive definiteness of matrices (1.1) and 
(1.2) are obtainable from Lemmas 4 and 5. Consequently, the main results of 
this paper deal with the situation where a, and a2 are linearly independent. 
THEOREM 1. Let AEM,, and let a,,a,EG,,, 
Further, for A- E 9(A) let fij = aTA_aj. i, j = 1,2. 
A - alay - a2ag > 0 
if and only zf the following conditions hold: 
A > 9 




aiE g(A), i = 1,2, (3.3) 
fii< l7 i = 1,2, (3.4) 
IfiZ12 G (1 -fil)(l -f22), (3.5) 
where the quantittis fij are independent of the choice of A- E Y(A). Moreover, 
strict inequality in (3.1) is equivalent to strict inequalities in (3.2), (3.4), and 
(3.5). 
Proof. Applying (2.13) with L = A and K = (al:a2) shows that (3.1) is 
equivalent to the conditions (3.2) and (3.3) holding along with 
(3.6) 
Noting that (3.6) (1 (3.4) (3.5) completes the proof of the first part. The 
second part, concerned with the strict version of (3. l), follows similarly. n 
REMARK. The proof of Theorem 1 suggests a general procedure for 
investigating the nonnegative and positive definiteness of the matrix 
C(k) = A - t$laiay, 
where AEW, and al,. . .,aktzG, 1 are linearly independent. For instance, 
C(3) 2 Oif and only if 
A > 0, a,EW(A) for i = 1,2,3, and S 2 0, (3.7) 
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where S = (sij) has the elements sii = 1 - fii, i = 1,2,3, and sij = -fij, 
i, j = 1,2,3, i # j, with the quantities fij defined as fij = aTA_aj. Hence an 
explicit characterization of C(3) 2 0 follows by replacing S 2 0 in (3.7) with 
the conditions fii < 1 for i = 1,2,3, ) fij) ’ < (1 - fii)(l - fj) for (i, j) = 
(1,2), (1,3), (2,3), and 
(1 - fil) I f23 I 2 + (1 - f22) I fi3 I 2 + (1 - _fw) I fi2 I 2 
f (1 -fil)(l -f22)(1 -f33) - 2Re(fiJiJ31). 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for C(3) > 0 can be obtained in a similar 
way. 
THEOREM 2. Let A E M,,, and let al, a2 E G,,, 1 be linearly independent. 
Further-, for A- E B(A) let fij = ayA-aj, i, j = 1,2, and let 
s = aT(I, - AA-)*(I, - AA-)a, 
aT(I, - AA-)*(I, - AK)a, 
provided that a, # 9 (A). Then 
A + a,aT - a,ai 2 0 
if and only if any one of the following sets of conditions holds: 
(a) A > 0, a, E .@(A), a2 E .@(A), and 
(fu + l)(f22 - 1) G I fi2 I 2> 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(b) A 2 O,a,$ 9?(A), a2E B(A:a,), and 
(aZ - sa,)*A-(a2 - sa,) f 1 - 1 S 1 2T (3.10) 
(c) A = UAU* - 6w*, a, E B(A), a2 E B(A), v*a, # 0, and 
fil + 1 < 0, f22 - 1 G 07 (fil + l)(fiZ - 1) 2 I fiz I 2> (3.11) 
where (U: v) (with U possibly absent) is a subunitary matrix, A is a positive 
definite diagonal matrix (occurring when U is present), and 6 is a positive 
scalar, and where the conditions (3.9) through (3.11) are all independent of the 
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choice of A- E 9(A). Moreover, strict inequality in (3.8) holds if and only if 
any one of the following sets of conditions is fulfilled: 
(d) A > 0 holds along with the strict form of (3.9), 
(e) r(A) = n - 1, A > 0, and a 1 6 W (A) hold along with the strict fm of 
(3.10), where s may TWW be defined as &*a,)-‘z*a, with the use of any 
ZE%,1 such that AZ = 0, 
(f) r(A) = n, A = UAU* - 6w*, and v*al f 0 hold along with the strict 
forms of the inequalities in (3.11). 
Proof. The first part of Lemma 4 asserts that (3.8) may be replaced by 
the following three relations: 
A + aIaT > 0, (3.12) 
a,EW 
( 
A + a,a;), (3.13) 
az(A + ala:) - a2 6 1. (3.14) 
On account of Lemma 5, (3.12) is fulfilled if and only if either A 2 0 or 
A = UAU* - 6w* and the conditions a, E 9(A) and v*al # 0 hold along with 
fil + 1 < 0. Now notice that: 
(a) if A 2 0 and aI E W(A) (in which case fil + 1 > 0), then Lemma 2 
implies that the conditions (3.13) and (3.14) may be replaced by a2 E W(A) and 
(3.9); 
(b) if A>Oand al#W(A), th en Lemma 3 implies that the conditions 
(3.13) and (3.14) are equivalent to a2 E B(A: aI) and (3.10); 
(cl) if A = UAU* - SW*, a, E 9 (A), and fi 1 + 1 < 0, then utilizing again 
Lemma 2 shows that the conditions (3.13) and (3.14) may be replaced by 
a2 E %!(A) and the third inequality in (3.11); and 
(cZ) if A = UAU* - 6w*, aI E @(A), and fil + 1 = 0, then Lemma 1 
implies that the condition (3.13) is equivalent to a2 E .%(A) and fiz = 0, and 
then the condition (3.14) is equivalent to the second inequality in (3.11). 
Observing that the conditions in (cl) and (cZ) may be combined as in point (c) 
of the theorem concludes the proof of the first part. 
Similarly, the second part of Lemma 4 asserts that strict inequality in (3.8) 
is equivalent to strict inequalities in (3.12) and (3.14). On account of Lemma 
5, the strict form of (3.12) is fulfilled if and only if either 
(d) A > 0, or 
(e) the conditions r(A) = n - 1, A > 0, and a, $ W(A) hold, or 
(f) the conditions r(A) = n, A = UAU * - 6w*, and v*al # 0 hold along 
with fil + 1 < 0. 
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If r(A) = n, i.e., when cases (d) and (f) are considered, then 
(A - a,aT)-l = A-r + (1 - fil)-‘A-‘ala~A-‘, (3.15) 
and substituting (3.15) into the strict form of (3.14) yields (fil + l)(f,, - 1) 
< ) fiz ( ’ when fil + 1 > 0, which is a consequence of A > 0 in (d), and 
yields (fir + Was - I) > I fiz I ’ when fil + 1 < 0, as is the case in (f). 
Finally, Lemma 3 implies that if r(A) = n - 1 and al # B(A), then the strict 
form of (3.14) is equivalent to the strict form of (3.10), with the particular 
version of s obtained by setting I, - AA-= (z*z)-lzz* [which is possible 
because r(A) = 72 - 11. H 
4. SOME COROLLARIES 
A version of the problem of characterizing the nonnegative and positive 
definiteness of matrices of the forms (1.1) and (1.2) deals with the situation 
where these matrices involve a positive (usually unknown) scalar. An example 
is comparison of the mean-squared-error matrices of two linear estimators of 
the vector of parameters j3 in the linear regression model y = X/3 + e, where 
the dispersion (variance-covariance) matrix of the vector e of random distur- 
bances is the product of a known nonnegative definite matrix and an unknown 
positive scalar; cf., e.g., Trenkler (1985, 1987). In the following corollaries to 
Theorems 1 and 2 relations of the type “a E W(A)” will be rephrased in the 
form “a = Am for some m.” 
COROLLARY 1. Let AEH,, let a,,a,EGj.,, be linearly independent, and 
let Q! be a positive scalar. Then 
A - CY-‘( alaT + aaat) > 0 (4.1) 
if and only if A >, 0, a, = Ami for scnne miEG,,r, i = 1,2, and Q! 2 p/2, 
where 
p = aTm, + a*,m, + 
JC 
aTm, - azm2)2 + 4 la:m, ) 2 . (4.2) 
Moreover, strict inequality in (4.1) holds if and only if A > 0 and OL > ~12. 
Proof. Replacing in Theorem 1 the vectors ai by c~-‘/~a~, i = 1,2, shows 
that (4.1) holds if and only if the conditions A > Oand ai = Am,, i = 1,2, are 
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fulfilled along with the inequalities 
where, in view of ai = Am,, we have now fij = mTAmj = a:mj. Verifying that 
CY > p/2 is the solution to these inequalities concludes the proof of the first 
part. The second part follows in a similar way. n 
COROLLARY 2. Let A E W,, let a,, a2 E Gn,, be linearly independent, and 
let OL be a positive scalar. Then 
A + cx-‘(ata; - a,a*,) 3 0 (4.3) 
if and only if any one of the following sets of conditions holds: 
(a) A 2 O,a, = Am, for some rn,EGZ,,,, i = 1,2, and (Y 2 vz/2, where 
vh = aEm - aTml + (- 1)” v/(aFm, + azm,)” - 4 la:mz 1 2, (4.4) 
(b) A 2 0, a, # g(A), a2 = Am, + ba, for some m2 EC,,, 1 and a scalar b 
satisfying 1 b 1 < 1, and CY > (1 - 1 b ( ‘)-‘mX(a, - ba,), 
(c) A = UAU* - 6w*, a, = Am, for some m1 E Gin, 1 satisfying v*ml # 0, 
2 = Am, for some m2 EG,, 1, aTrnl + azmz ,< 0, and u1 /2 < cy < v2 /2, 
lhere v1 and v2 are spec$ed by (4.4). 
Moreover, strict inequality in (4.3) holds if and only if any one of the 
following sets of conditions is fulfilled: 
(d) A > 0 and CY > v2 /2, where v2 is spec$ed by (4.4), with ml, m2 E (tit,.1 
satisfying ai = Am,, i = 1,2, 
(e) r(A) = n - 1, A > 0, aI # S?(A), a2 = Am, + ba, for some m2e@?,,1 
and a scalar b satisfying ) b ( < 1, and CY > (1 - ( b 1 2)-‘mX(az - bal), 
(f) r(A) = n, A = UAU* - 6w*, a:m, + afm, < 0, and v1 /2 < 01 < 
v2 /2, where ml, m2 e C,, 1 satisfy aI = Am,, v*mi # 0, and a2 = Am,, and 
vI, v2 are specified by (4.4). 
Proof. According to Theorem 2, for the proof of the first part we have to 
consider three disjoint cases, with the vectors ai replaced by c~-~/‘a~, i = 1,2. 
In the first case, the condition supplementing A > 0 and ai = Ami, i = 1,2, 
may be reexpressed as 
a* - (f22 -f& -fl1f22 f Ifl2l" 2 07 (4.5) 
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where fjj = myAmj = aTmj, i, j = 1,2. If A > 0 and al, a2 are linearly inde- 
pendent, then I fiz I 2 c filf22T and hence hi < 0 < v2. This implies that 
CY > v2 /2 is the solution to (4.5) when o is restricted to be positive, thus 
establishing (a). In the second case, the condition supplementing A > 0, 
a, 4 B(A), and a2 = Am, + ba, is the inequality 
mzAm2 G (1 - 1 b) 2)a, (4.6) 
obtained from (3.10) by noting that s = b. Since (4.6) is self-contradictory 
when 1 b ( > 1, and since it entails Am, = 0 when ( b ( = 1, which is irrecon- 
ciliable with the assumption that a,, a2 are linearly independent, the charac- 
terization (b) follows. The third case in the first part of Theorem 2 corresponds 
to the conditions A = UAU* - 6w*, a, = Am,, i = 1,2, and v*ml # 0, sup- 
plemented by 
f22 G o G -fir and o2 - (f22 - fir)o - filfa2 + I .fi2 I ’ f 0. (4.7) 
Verifying that the solution to the inequalities (4.7) is v1 12 G (Y G v2 12, 
provided that fil + fi2 G 0, completes the proof of the first part of this 
corollary. The proof of the second part follows similarly by examining three 
disjoint cases in the second part of Theorem 2. a 
Since for A 2 0, al, a2 E G,, r, and a real scalar y the nonnegative definite- 
ness of A + y(a,aT + a,ax) is trivial when y E [0, a), applying the first part of 
Corollary 1 with (Y = - y- ‘, y < 0, leads to the conclusion that if A > 0, then 
A + y(a,a: + a,a!J > 0 if and only if one of the following two situations 
holds: 
(i) y E [-2/p, 03) when a, = Am,, a2 = Am,, 
(ii) y E [0,03) otherwise, 
where p is as given in (4.2). Similarly, noting that for A 2 0 the nonnegative 
definiteness of 
A + y(a,a: - a,aY$) = A + (--f)(+a*, - ala?) (4-8) 
is trivial when y = 0, applying parts (aj and (bj of CorolIary 2 with 01 = y-i, 
y > 0, to the left-hand side of (4.8) and with cx = -y-i, y < 0, to the 
right-hand side of (4.8) leads to the conclusion that if A 2 0 and al, a2 are 
linearly independent, then A + y(a,aT - aaax) 2 0 if and only if one of the 
following situations holds: 
(i) y E [2/v,, 2/vZ] when a, = Am,, a2 = Am,, 
(ii) y E [ - (aTml)-l, 0] when a, = Am,, a2 q! 2 (A), 
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(iii) y E [0, (aEm,)-‘1 when al $ w(A), a2 = Am,, 
(iv) YE [rr, rz] when al B g(A), a2 + %(A), but a2 = Am, + bar, 
(v) y = 0 when g(a, : as) fl W(A) = (01, 
where vr and v2 are given in (4.4), and yr and yZ are the smaller and the 
larger number, respectively, of 0 and [(as - ba,)*mJ’(1 - 1 b 1 2). For real 
A, a,, and as, the characterizations above were originally established by Caron 
and Gould (1986) using a different approach. 
Another example of applicability of Theorem 2 is given in the following. 
COROLLARY 3. Let p and 7 be two different n x 1 real vectors such that 
pi. 7i > 0, i = 1,. . . , n, and Xpi = Cri = 1. Further, let p’, 7’ and AP, Ar 
denote the transposes and the expansions to diagonal matrices, respectively, of p 
and 7. Then 
( AP - pp’) - (A, - 77’) > 0 (4.9) 
if and only if 
ri > Pi f or some i, (4.10) 
rj < Pj for allj + i, (4.11) 
and 
Pk’k c---- ,< 0, Pi + 7; or, equivalently, C ___ 
pk - rk Pk - 7k 
< 0. (4.12) 
Moreover, strict inequality in (4.9) holds if and only if the conditions (4.10) and 
(4.11) hold along with strict inequalities in (4.12). 
Proof. We apply Theorem 2 with A = A,, - A,, aI = r, and a2 = p. 
Since all the components of p and r are positive and their sums are equal, A 
must have a spectral decomposition as in (c) and (f), which corresponds to the 
conditions (4.10) and (4.11). Then v’a r = ri + 0, as desired, and each of the 
first two conditions in (3.11) is equivalent to the former inequality in (4.12), 
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while the third condition in (3.11) is fulfilled trivially. The equivalence of the 
two conditions in (4.12) is a consequence of the equality 
pk - ?k 
The first part of Corollary 3 was originally derived 
Pukelsheim (1985, Theorem 1) using a different approach. 
by Baksalary and 
In the last part of this paper we derive a corrected version of Theorem 1 of 
Farebrother (1987), concerned with characterizing the positive definiteness of 
the matrix 
C = E + r2ff* + y-‘gg* (4.13) 
in terms of the conditions referring to the matrix 
B = E + fg* + gf*, (4.14) 
where EEK~,,, f,gEG,,i, and y is a nonzero real scalar. It is clear that if 
k = cf - c-‘g, (4.15) 
where c is any complex scalar such that ) c ) 2 = y2, then 
C = B + kk*, (4.16) 
and therefore the problem may be investigated with the aid of Lemma 5. 
COROLLARY 4. Let a nonsingular E E Rl,, and f, g E G,, 1 be such that B 
defined in (4.14) is nonnegative d&&e. Then C of the form (4.13) is positive 
definite if and only qeither B is positive definite, in which case y is completely 
free, or B is positive semidefinite of rank n - 1, in which case y may take any 
value except for those satisfying 
72 = 
- (1 + f*E-‘g) 
f*E-‘f ’ 
or, equivalently, y2 = -g*E-‘g . (4.17) 
1 + g*E-‘f 
Proof. According to (4.16), we apply the second part of Lemma 5 with 
A = B and a = k, where k is as given in (4.15). Consequently, the proof 
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reduces to establishing that the conditions in (4.17) are equivalent to k E g(B). 
Since B is of rank n - 1, the orthocomplement of g(B) is generated by one 
vector, say z, such that 
Ez + (g*z)f + (f*z)g = 0. 
Then k E g(B) if and only if k*z = 0, i.e., 
(4.18) 
yZf*z - g*z = 0. (4.19) 
Notice that f*z # 0 and g*z # 0, because otherwise (4.18) would imply 
Ez = 0, thus contradicting the assumption that E is nonsingular. Premultiply- 
ing in (4.18) by f*E-’ and then by g*E-’ yields 
(1 + f*E-‘g)f*z + (f*E-‘f)g*z = 0 and 
(g*E-‘g)fz + (1 + g*E-‘f)g*z = 0, 
respectively, and combining these equalities with (4.19) leads to (4.17). n 
Observe that Corollary 4 corrects Theorem 1 of Farebrother (1987) by 
adding the condition r(B) = n - 1 in the case of a singular B. That such an 
addition is necessary may be seen by considering 
E=(: i), f=(h), and g=( _O1). 
in which case the matrix C of the form (4.13) is never positive definite. 
This paper was essentially started during a visit of Giitz Trenkler to the 
Academy of Agriculture in Poznari, Poland; its first version was accomplished 
during a visit of Jerry K. Baksalary to the University of Dortmund; and its 
revised version was prepared while Jeny K. Baksalary was a Visiting Professor 
of the Academy of Finland. 
The authors are very grateful to the referee and Professor Ingram Olkin, an 
Advisory Editor of the journal, for several interesting comments on an earlier 
version of this paper and helpful suggestions concerning its revision. 
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